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Art.-No.: 6.8820.0250

8820
8820 C-GLAZE
Characteristics
C-Glaze 8820 is a sealant for paint surfaces as well as most 
plastic parts installed on the vehicle.

Fast and easy to use, lasting protection for up to 6 weeks. Thanks 
to the lotus effect, the treated surfaces stay longer clean and 
easier to clean.

Raindrops and soiling simply bead off and C-Glaze also gives a 
deep shine and a velvety smooth surface.

8820 C-GLAZE was developed, tested and produced in Germany.

Contains Silicone but it's Bodyshop friendly. 
V.O.C. Value

0 gr / Liter

Tech Tip

Polish the desired area and clean thoroughly with C-Clean 8810.

C-Glaze 8820 can be applied to existing 8830 C-Protect Nano
coatings.

Due to the specially coordinated composition, the two coatings
combine with each other and extend the service life significantly.

After treatment with 8820 C-Glaze, the surfaces are in a
condition just as recently coated.

Application

First Clean surface with C-Clean 8810. Apply 2-3 sprays onto a cloth (4CR 6160 Degreasing cloth Santara), then
buff up with a clean microfiber cloth until the surface is streak-free and high-gloss.

Apply the 8820 C-Glaze with a few sprays onto a microcloth (microfiber cloth 6255) and spread over the surface,
panal wise, then directly buff up with a clean microfiber cloth.

Allow to dry for 2 hours in a dry and clean environment such as garage or carport.

Do not apply on fresh painted surfaces !.

Technical Data

Storage and Transportation

This product is not classified as dangerous for transport. Any chemical safety assessment for the substance or
mixture is required.

At storage temperatures preferably between 15 and 25 ° C, original containers can be stored for 24 months.
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This data sheet is for information purpose only. To our knowledge the data provided complies with
the latest standard and is based on years of experience in the manufacturing of our products. www.4CR.com
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